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In the second half of the nineteenth century, in southern Italy, the farmers’ economic situation was                
miserable. They had to produce large quantities of wheat for their landowners, who lived their lives in                 
the near cities without caring about their conditions. There were swamps with water as dirty as the                 
farmers’ hands after an entire work day on the fields. Many died due to malaria because a large                  
quantity of terrains was kept in miserable conditions. The government didn’t help them, indeed it               
made them pay a lot of taxes they had never paid before the Italian unification. The poor masses also                   
protested against the compulsory military service that the government had imposed on the young              
adults. 
Many swamps were located around a small farmhouse, where a young boy lived alone. He was a child                  
with black hair, as dark as the slate that is extracted from the northern regions of the country, and                   
green eyes, like shining emeralds that make anything that is reflected in them a beautiful vision. He                 
wasn’t very tall, like a small tree that needed to grow up. His parents had died a few months earlier                    
after being bitten by the anopheles mosquito. In his vegetable garden, he grew carrots, potatoes,               
tomatoes and courgette. They all grew vigorously and were enough to feed Anthony. He couldn’t               
afford going to the local market a dozen kilometres away to buy meat and wheat products because he                  
didn’t work and his parents had only left him a small amount of money. After the government had                  
made bread, the most important food in his diet, more expensive, he could only eat what he produced                  
in his small garden. 
Alongside the juicy vegetables, almost one hundred violets grew very quickly. Their purple colour              
was extremely vivid, like the wings of the butterflies that flew over the farm almost every day.                 
Amongst them, though, lived a violet with a golden leafing, who believed to be far better than the                  
others. Every day she would tease them, saying she was the most beautiful, the most handsome, the                 
most stunning violet: the perfect one. 

*** 
“You’re so beautiful today!” exclaimed Goldy on the first day of April. 
It was early in the morning but most violets were awake anyway. The sun had almost fully risen and                   
was colouring the sky with the loveliest of colours. The other violets were surprised and blushed,                
tainting the tips of their petals turn a reddish colour, since she had always treated them as inferior. 
“April fools’ day!” she laughed, “You actually thought I was saying the truth?” 
They turned bright red, like a blazing fire, and began shouting, “You’re always the same old                
egocentric idiot, Goldy! Who do you think you are to speak to us like this?” 
“How many times do I have to explain to you purple coloured abominations that I am perfect and so I                    
can treat everyone else the way I want? Why should I care about what you say? I am superior to all of                      
you, I mustn’t be kind with you and care about your feelings.” 
“Being golden doesn’t make you any better than all of us! You aren’t the queen of this garden and                   
cannot dare treat us this way or we will make you remain quiet for the rest of your life.” 
“Oh really, what powers do you possess? Behold, everyone, this being I can’t call a violet thinks she                  
will make me, the extraordinary Goldy, remain silent for eternity.” 
Tension kept growing the more they continued arguing. All the violets listened intently, hoping Goldy               
would stop ruining their days. Also some of the vegetables overheard the debate because the violets                
weren’t simply speaking, they had started shouting with all of the voice they had. A few carrots began                  
making comments with one another, trying to understand who was right. 



“She really is beautiful, with those leaves that reflect the sunlight so magnificently,” said an older                
carrot, thinking out loud. 
“This is of no importance! She is nobody to have the right to judge so negatively everyone else. She is                    
simply young and rude,” answered another carrot from behind. 
Soon the entire vegetable garden began discussing about the violets’ affairs and was split between               
those who considered it Goldy’s right to treat the others that way, thanks to her unique beauty, and                  
those who retained her behaviour was unacceptable. 
In the meantime, the cacophony of their voices reached Anthony’s bedroom. At first he stayed in bed                 
with his fluffy pillow over his ears, but as the noise grew he had to get up. He was curious to find out                       
who was speaking and so he quickly put on his jacket and headed outside, leaving the comfort of his                   
room. Although his family had never had enough money to make a lovely house, they had tried to                  
make the boy’s room as cosy as possible. Every evening he would get the firewood his father had                  
chopped from the tool shed and burn it in his small fireplace. He tried to keep it as clean as possible                     
but the wooden floor around was charred. 
He was greatly surprised when he didn’t find anyone talking around the farm. He walked around the                 
house, trying to see if the mysterious speakers had hidden somewhere, but nothing, nothing at all.                
Since he was already outside he decided to water the violets. 
As he went to get the water, the violets exclaimed relievedly, “Luckily we managed to end our                 
discussion before he found out we can talk. Just in time!” 
Also the other vegetables had understood it was the moment to stop talking but were already quite                 
tired of the argument anyway. 
Anthony returned with the watering can and began to take care of his beloved flowers. He loved every                  
single one of them but couldn’t help being extremely proud of the golden one. Ever since he could                  
remember he had always enjoyed watching it. He was marvelled by how its petals could reflect his                 
image, making him look like a golden statue, since he’d never had a mirror to admire himself in. He                   
watered them one at a time, making only a few drops fall on their stem, so that it could quickly reach                     
the roots, because he knew that violets mustn’t be overwatered. He preferred putting a small amount                
every day, so he could spend more time watching his ‘creatures’ and could see himself growing ever                 
so slightly in the golden leaves as the days passed. As he was carefully watering his favourite, the                  
sunlight hit the leaves at an angle that made him blind for an instant and he accidentally poured a lot                    
of water all over the violet. 
Goldy couldn’t resist the urge of shouting at him, she was too proud to remain silent, “You ridiculous                  
young boy, who are you to treat me so horribly? Didn’t anyone teach you how to water properly a                   
violet? I could understand if you would take care of the others in this manner, but me? You dare do                    
this to me?” 
Anthony was surprised to hear his golden violet speaking to him. 
“Goldy, have you really spoken to me? How you can do that? You’re just a violet, not a person!” said                    
little Anthony. 
“Oh dear Anthony, what are you surprised for? I’m Goldy, the perfect violet. Of course I can speak!”                  
she said arrogantly. 
Anthony was amazed, “Goldy, I’m so happy that you can speak. Finally I’m not alone, we can                 
become friends and…” 



The golden violet discontinued him, “Do you really think we can be friends? You’re poor and dirty.                 
You look so ugly, unlike me, and you watered me without any precision: that’s the reason why we                  
can’t be friends. Now go, next time water me better!” 
Anthony would never have expected any of his violets to be like that, especially not his favourite one.                  
Heartbroken, he ran away crying. 
“What have you done, Goldy? Why did you treat like this poor little Anthony? He is our owner, and                   
he proudly looks at us every day, watching how we change. He waters you every day to make you                   
survive and he thinks that you are the most beautiful one! You must be ashamed of this!” said a violet,                    
and all the others didn’t talk with Goldy anymore. 
Meanwhile Anthony was so melancholy about what had happened in the garden with Goldy, and he                
thought about stopping to water all the plants that lived in his garden because he felt unable to take care                    
of them. 
The next day Anthony was sorrowful for what had happened, and he refused to water the plants. He                  
woke up earlier than usual and had breakfast with only some bread and water. His parents had left him a                    
few dozen loaves of bread that as the months had passed, had moulded. He also had to remove the parts                    
that had been bitten by the rats during the night because he couldn’t afford throwing away the entire                  
loaf. The water in the aquifer under the well had stopped flowing and so he always had less to drink. To                     
survive he had to put some of the wine that was left in his parents’ bottles so that he could drink a bit                       
more, without getting drunk. During his breakfast he thought about what had happened the day before                
with Goldy. Anthony believed he was always alone and sad, because the only one he could have talked                  
with didn’t want to have anything to do with him. 
As he pondered, he heard a lot noise from outside. The violets were arguing with Goldy about what she                   
had done the day before, and considered the fact that Anthony had decided never to water them again.                  
Anthony was angry about the noise that the flowers were making and decided to water them, to stop                  
them from making the noise.  
“Why are you making this noise? Fine, I’ll water you, but be quiet!” 
Goldy was so happy, because she would finally be watered and shine like a star, but Anthony started to                   
take care of the other violets. She was shocked and annoyed because Anthony used to water her first                  
every time, but not now. 
“What are you doing, boy? Why aren’t you watering me first? I’m the special one, I’m amazing and                  
perfect, I need that water to shine! Of course, you can’t understand this because you aren’t beautiful like                  
me!” Goldy said arrogantly. 
“How dare you to talk to me in this manner! For this, I will not water you today, and now be quiet. You                       
are just a flower and I’m your owner!” answered Anthony bitterly. 
She was enraged and said, “Water me immediately!” 
He ignored her and went back inside. He was depressed after the conversation and decided he should                 
have gone to bed. He easily fell asleep and dreamed his parents. They had always been two elegant                  
adults, even if they had never owned expensive clothing. They had both been tall, slim and strong, due                  
to the tens of thousands of hours spent working on the fields. His mother had long, curvy brown hair,                   
like tree bark, and had always been fond of his father’s blue eyes, like the depths of the ocean. 
“Anthony,” exclaimed his mum lovingly, “you look so beautiful, my dear. How could someone as               
gentle as you respond so rudely to the golden violet in the garden?” 



He tried to answer, justifying his behaviour and explaining what Goldy had previously done, but               
couldn’t make a sound. 
“There’s no need for you to talk, my child. I already know everything that has occurred.” 
His father continued calmly, “The violet thinks she represents perfection, but she is actually the one that                 
must be helped. You are the only person that can help her, my boy, and you know you must. Goldy has                     
exaggerated with her fellow violets and so they’ll never do anything that can help her, risking she would                  
start insulting them. The vegetables consider themselves too sophisticated to try and make a superficial               
violet ratiocinate. The discussions only amuse them and give them a reason to debate, that’s it.” 
Anthony was surprised since he thought he was the last person that could have helped Goldy, especially                 
after their earlier discussion, but his beloved mother continued soothingly, “Anthony, dig deep inside              
you, remember who you truly are. You have never been harsh with anyone, you’ve always despised                
hatred. You can save Goldy from her obstinacy, you can make her be appreciated by the others, who are                   
worth just as much as her, for what she truly is, too.” 
“I trust you,” affirmed his father, “and I’m sure you’ll make the golden violet shine not only for her                   
outer beauty, but also, and more importantly, for her personality and positive traits.” 
And with that, they disappeared, leaving Anthony sitting awake in his bed, gasping and sweating, trying                
to comprehend what he had just dreamed. Without wanting, he began to remember the happiest               
moments he had passed with his parents and started crying silently. He greatly missed them, their                
voices, their warm touch. 
He rushed outside without even bothering to put on his coat and reached their graves. The day was over                   
and the moon shone brightly, illuminating the way to where the two wooden crosses had been driven                 
into the ground. He could see his parents’ names, faintly carved in the wood he had got from the old                    
lemon tree not far from the farm. He laid down on the wet grass and began praying, because he felt like                     
God was the only one who could have helped him regain his strength. He stayed there for hours, but                   
they passed quite quickly for the despairing boy. 
He couldn’t help thinking about what his parents had said to him. As he pondered, he realised that his                   
conscience had tried to get a message across to him, using his parents since he would have done                  
anything they said, because he trusted them so much. He decided to help Goldy, but had no idea of how                    
to make her listen to him. He was too tired to bother in that moment, and so after having said a quick                      
goodbye to his parents, he returned home. 
He was about to go inside when he tripped and fell. He picked up the mysterious object and saw it was                     
the watering can. 
“It can’t just be a coincidence…” he thought out loud and as soon as he said it, an idea came to him. 
He hurried to fill the can and decided to water Goldy even though she was sleeping. The sun wasn’t                   
shining anymore so he wouldn’t have made the same mistake twice. Gently, he poured a few drops of                  
water and returned to bed, eager to find out how the violet would have reacted the next morning. 
The next day he woke up excitedly, but acted normally, so that the golden violet wouldn’t have seen the                   
change inside him. He walked outside, slowly stretching and yawning. 
“Good morning, your majesty,” he said, trying to act as if he said that every morning. 
Goldy had noticed that she had been watered and tried not to blush, only answering with a simple,                  
“Hello, Anthony.” 



“I hope you have slept well. Oh, I see you shine as brightly as ever this morning! I wonder who might                     
have been so kind to water you tonight,” he said innocently. 
“It was a very normal night, nothing special. Indeed, someone was smart enough to make me shine once                  
again,” she asserted proudly. 
“Would you thank this person, if you knew who it was?” he asked curiously. 
“Perhaps, I might as well…” 
The other violets were astonished by what they were seeing. How could Anthony be so kind to Goldy                  
after everything she’d said to him? Also, they’d never heard the golden one acknowledge someone so                
kindly. 
“It’s a pity I have no idea who it is,” continued Anthony. 
“Well, if you were to find out, thank him for me, will you?” 
“Certainly, Goldy!” 
The rest of the day was normal. Anthony decided to take a walk, after months he hadn’t moved from the                    
farm. He hiked the entire day, moving through the bright green pastures and over the hills. He loved the                   
countryside and being in contact with nature. He spent a lot of time laying down and watching the                  
clouds move slowly above him, pushed by the weak spring breeze. There were plenty of them in the sky                   
and Anthony enjoyed trying to figure out what images they were showing as they were swept aside,                 
pushed away from one another, or together. He returned home before dusk and said goodnight to all of                  
the violets. He ate a few vegetables and went to bed. 
The next morning, he began with his daily routine, watering the violets and trying to have a                 
conversation with Goldy. She answered politely to Anthony, and started asking him questions, trying to               
learn more about him. 
“Why did you leave us yesterday? Did you have to go somewhere special?” she asked. 
“I was a bit tired since I hadn’t left the farm in a long time. I wanted to see if anything had changed in                        
the vegetation around here, or if anyone has built their house not too far from here.” 
“You were tired of me?” she questioned astonished. 
“Not at all, your majesty,” he quickly replied, trying to make up for his error, “I also thought about                   
inspecting the area to see if there weren’t any threats for you. I wanted to propose you to explore the rest                     
of the countryside. Wouldn’t you like being the queen of the land as far as you can observe from where                    
you are?” 
She was taken by surprise because nobody had ever said anything like that to her. Everyone had always                  
been jealous of her and so she had never been treated so kindly before. She felt good for perhaps the                    
first time in her entire life. Someone finally liked her, even though she had never been particularly                 
cordial with Anthony. That young boy had made Goldy see the world from another point of view: the                  
way someone joyful sees it, the way someone who doesn’t have to show himself as better than the rest                   
sees it, the way you have to see it, unless you want to live your life worrying. This was how Anthony                     
had always observed what happened around him, this was his perspective and he enjoyed life that way.                 
Thanks to him, from that day, Goldy began to find something positive in every person she met and in                   
everything she did. 
“Of course I would like to see my new kingdom. Although, one problem lingers: how will you move                  
me? I am rooted in this soil and do not have legs like you.” 
“You mustn’t worry about this, I have already thought about the solution.” 



He ran inside and came out with his glass. 
“For today you will stay in my glass. This evening I will plant you again next to your fellow violets,” he                     
assured. 
“Perfect! What are you waiting for?” 
He set to work and with only his hands he managed to unearth Goldy, carefully not harming the other                   
flowers and putting enough soil in the glass. It didn’t take long for him to finish the job and begin the                     
walk. The golden violet was stunned by the endless expanse of fields but decided she had to speak with                   
Anthony about her relationship with the rest of the violets. 
“Please listen to me, young boy, I need your help. You’ve probably noticed that the rest of the violets                   
can’t stand me and so you must explain to me how to become their friend. I realise I’ve always treated                    
them horribly but now I want to make peace with them and let them know that I have understood my                    
stupidity and my mistakes,” she pleaded. 
“This is an extremely important step. I am glad that you’ve recognised your faults and that you are                  
willing to make amends. The only thing I can advise you to do is being honest with the others. You must                     
sincerely beg for their pardon, and talk as if your heart was speaking in first person. Tell them how you                    
feel after having been so evil with them, say you regret not having been friendly with them and that you                    
will make up for all the time you have wasted by insulting them, instead of cordially conversing with                  
them and laughing with them, and not at them.” 
Such a young boy could say so intelligent things, understanding the true essence of things. This                
surprised Goldy so much that she began crying. Tears started streaming down her petals and her stem,                 
wetting the soil all around her. 
“Thank you so much, Anthony,” she said through her sobs, “You have opened my eyes! Now I can truly                   
understand what do to have friends and to enjoy staying with others.” 
She couldn’t have said anything else to make the child happier than that. He was overjoyed that he had                   
helped Goldy see more than just the outer part of people. He had done what was right, and his parents                    
would have been proud of him. 

*** 
Meanwhile, back at the farm, the other violets were arguing again. They hadn’t comprehended              
Anthony’s act of carrying the golden violet away with him on one of his long walks. 
“Hopefully he’ll leave her far away from here, so we’ll never have to hear her annoying voice again,”                  
called out one of the violets that stood closest to Goldy. 
“Yes, it would be fabulous!” agreed other violets. 
“You mustn’t exaggerate. We all know that she has always mistreated us, but we cannot be this rude                  
now. Just because she is a horrible violet doesn’t give us a right to behave like she does,” said an elder                     
violet, trying to make the others reason. 
“Oh, please, don’t be ridiculous! She doesn’t deserve anything after all she’s done for all of these                 
years,” shouted another violet. 
Others joined in and so soon nobody was supporting Goldy anymore. After a short amount of time the                  
discussion ended and everyone started minding their own businesses. 

*** 
Anthony kept moving with his glass in his hand but after a few hours he decided to have a break. He                     
laid on his back with the golden one resting on his chest. Together they admired the sky and the clouds                    



and chatted like they’d always been friends. They were both carefree and were extremely enjoying those                
moments together. After a while, Anthony decided they should return to the farm before the others                
started worrying and Goldy began preparing what she would have said once alone with the others,                
sometimes asking the small boy a few tips. 
They arrived home just before dusk and he immediately planted her back in her spot. After having said                  
goodbye to the other violets, he went to his room. He was really tired after the walk and went to bed,                     
with only a piece of bread in his mouth. 
Outside, Goldy began her speech and the others listened intently. She spoke, attempting to put all the                 
emotion she had in what she was saying. After she had finished nobody spoke, and everyone pondered                 
her words as they fell asleep. 
As the weeks went by, the violets stopped disliking her, but they weren’t friends yet. Anthony took                 
pleasure in speaking with them and would spend entire days doing so. 
One evening, as he was laughing with Goldy, she asked him, “Why have you become so skinny, is                  
everything all right?” 
“There’s no need for you to worry about me, but thank you for caring. Every day I have less food to eat.                      
I have finished all of the bread and the wine. In this time of the year the vegetables aren’t ready yet and                      
so I barely have anything to feed myself with. But don’t worry, I’ll find some food,” he said more to                    
convince himself than her. 
Anthony regularly tried to avoid that topic, but he was aware that he was slowly dying. It didn’t take                   
long before he finished all of his food and knew he only had a few more days to live. Goldy realised                     
how he was feeling but couldn’t do anything about it. She wanted to make him happy in all the ways she                     
could, but nothing seemed to work. 
One morning like all the other mornings, Anthony watered the violets and had a quick chat with them. It                   
was autumn and the breeze was quite cold. The wind carried leaves all around the countryside and the                  
sun wasn’t as warm as it had been just a few days earlier. The young boy said he wanted to have a walk                       
and so he left the farm. He reached his parents’ graves and lay down next to the crosses, falling asleep                    
for the eternity. 
That evening, when the violets didn’t see him return, they began worrying, trying to figure out where                 
Anthony had gone. They stayed awake the whole night but he didn’t arrive. The next day, after having                  
hoped with all of their heart that he had simply slept away that night, they understood what had actually                   
happened. They were all heartbroken but Goldy couldn’t accept the loss. 
“Why, why? Why did it have to happen to him! Of all the people in the world, why him? He is the                      
person with the greatest heart I’ve ever met. He didn’t deserve this at all! He was an innocent young boy                    
that had only helped other people. He had never harmed anyone and would never have. Life is so unfair                   
and wrong! I cannot accept this, this is all a huge mistake. This cannot truly have happened. No, it                   
cannot have happened!” 
She would keep repeating this to herself day and night, in her head or out loud. Nobody said anything                   
about her because they understood how she felt. It took her almost one week to calm down, but                  
eventually she accepted the fact that her best friend had died. 

*** 
One morning, some violets began laughing when they looked at Goldy. The more that woke up, the                 
more laughter there was. She tried to understand what was so funny but really couldn’t. Then, when she                  



casually looked at her reflection in a puddle, she realised that the tips of her petals had turned black and                    
had started to wither. Thanks to Anthony’s teachings, she managed to cope with being laughed at, but as                  
the days went by, her entire petals began turning black and her body withered. She was soon the ugliest                   
of all the violets, entirely black and as parched as ever. She was as dark as pitch and rugous like a sheet                      
of paper after you make a ball out of it. Anthony’s death hadn’t only made her feel miserable, but had                    
made her appearance change completely, ruining her perfection. 
The others, taking advantage of the situation to have their revenge on Goldy, began treating her like she                  
had done until a few months earlier. 
“How beautiful you look this morning, Goldy,” laughed some violets. 
“Or should we call you Blacky from now on?” 
“Please,” she tried to answer, “remember how it felt like when I behaved like that. Remember how                 
horrible it is for someone to be treated so miserably.” 
“We remember perfectly, and that’s why we’re acting like this, so you can feel it firsthand.” 
She knew she couldn’t have done anything to stop them and so she struggled to ignore them.                 
Unfortunately, though, Goldy’s only problem weren’t only the other violets, but the winter. Since              
Anthony had died, nobody had watered them, but that wasn’t a huge problem since in autumn rain came                  
quite often. As winter arrived, the temperatures started decreasing and the violets began feeling always               
colder. The young boy had always protected them from the extremely low temperatures, but without               
him the violets began to die because of the cold. As the weeks passed more and more flowers began                   
resting until the end of time and the tears of those who cried froze on them, killing even faster. Also the                     
soil turned hard as rock, and it was difficult for the flowers to get the nutrition they needed. Only about                    
a dozen survived long enough to see the start of the new year, but after a few days, Goldy was the last                      
survivor. 
She was terribly lonely and discouraged. She didn’t know why she should remain alive, since she                
wouldn’t have been able to talk with anyone or to have fun in any way. She almost wished to die, but                     
somehow the cold wasn’t enough to kill her just yet. 
One evening, she was about to faint when she saw a human figure approaching. She managed to stay                  
awake long enough to see a young girl looming over her. 

*** 
When she woke up she saw she wasn’t in the garden anymore, but in a glass on someone’s bedside                   
table. She wasn’t freezing anymore but she could feel that the low temperature would have killed her                 
anyway in a couple of days’ time. She saw a small girl, who, she deduced, had brought her there. She                    
was skinny, but not as much as Anthony had been, and had shoulder length blonde hair, like wheat in                   
the summer. She had delicate features and pale skin. 
“Hi,” she simply said, as if speaking to flowers was ordinary, “I’m Lucy. What’s your name?” 
After an initial sensation of stupor, Goldy answered, “I’m Goldy, but because you only see me now,                 
after the death of my best friend, you might not understand the meaning of this name.” 
“I can imagine,” she said honestly. 
The violet had never met anyone so taciturn, and so narrated her entire story to Lucy, who seemed very                   
interested. When she finished it was already past midday, but the girl didn’t have anything to eat. 
“Your story is extraordinarily interesting,” she replied, “You mustn’t be ashamed of how you look now                
because your interior beauty has never been at such high levels.” 



The violet was speechless. Lucy reminded her too much of Anthony that she started crying. She had just                  
slept in his bed, she spoke to her like he did and said similar things to the ones he used to tell her as he                         
would lay down on the garden’s grass. Her tears soon turned from tears of sadness to tears of joy. She                    
had found someone to have an entertaining conversation with before seeing light for the last time. 
“There’s no need to cry, Goldy,” the girl assured her, “talk to me if it helps you. Don’t worry about                    
anything. I’m here to make you feel better.” 
Lucy saw that the violet wasn’t speaking anymore and so she began explaining to her why she had                  
passed in front of the farm. 
“My parents died a few months ago of malaria and so now I am an orphan. I tried to survive eating what                      
was left in the house, but a few days ago I finished all of the food. I remembered what my parents had                      
told me before they died and so I decided to leave my house to reach my aunt, who lives in the town                      
about a dozen kilometres from here. Yesterday evening I found this uninhabited farm and decided I                
could spend the night here, but before I entered I saw you out there, almost dead, and put you in this                     
glass to carry you inside, where it’s a bit warmer.” 
“I appreciate your kindness,” said Goldy. 
In that moment, a thought struck her. Anthony could have survived if he would have left the farm, but                   
he hadn’t since he wanted to take care of his beloved violets. That proved once again how humane he                   
had been. 
The more Lucy recounted about her life, the more Goldy found she was similar to Anthony. This made                  
her act immediately open with the girl, and helped herself feel better. They continued speaking until                
they were both exhausted and fell asleep. 

*** 
“Goldy, Goldy, my dear Goldy,” called Lucy, “how have you slept tonight?” 
“Fine, thank you, dear Lucy,” replied the violet, “I hope you have, too.” 
“Yes, indeed!” was the girl’s joyful answer. 
She went in the garden and took the glass with her. They spent the morning watching how the winter                   
had changed the landscape, freezing a few swamps and puddles. The ice reflected the sunlight in a very                  
dull way, not like Goldy used to. They preferred remaining silent, to be able to contemplate the beauty                  
of that harsh nature that had killed those who the flower had loved most, and was about to finish her,                    
too. That afternoon, they stayed in the bedroom telling each other jokes and riddles, but without a fire,                  
since the wood was too wet and would have made far too much smoke. After a while, the violet was too                     
tired to continue the conversation and she decided to sleep. 
Lucy remained alone and spent hours outside, laying on her back, watching how the day became night,                 
and how the stars slowly replaced the sun. That sunset was the most spectacular one she had ever seen.                   
The sky seemed a painter’s palette, with all the shades of red and pink someone can imagine. She                  
thought about her parents and Goldy and was somber since she knew that the poor flower was suffering                  
greatly. 

*** 
“Goldy, Goldy, my dear Goldy,” called Lucy, “how have you slept tonight?” 
“Fine, thank you, dear Lucy,” replied the violet, “I hope you have, too.” 
“Yes, indeed!” was the girl’s joyful answer. 



The day started normally, without any food for the young girl and cold for the violet. They exchanged                  
the dreams they’d had and tried to understand their meanings, since they only remembered a few bits                 
and pieces here and there. It amused them because they thought the same dream could mean something                 
extremely funny or, oppositely, dramatic. 
The day went by but, even though Lucy wanted to keep Goldy alive by speaking with her and making                   
her answer, she could see that the poor flower didn’t have any energies left to be able to respond and                    
discuss. She tried to start a conversation on gardening, but the violet quickly interrupted her. 
“Please, my dear Lucy,” she begged, “don’t waste your time on me. I’m too tired to continue surviving                  
like this. Although, I need you to know that I feel I am slowly perishing. I feel myself weakening every                    
second that passes and so you must know, before it’s too late, that I love you, my dear girl. You have                     
given me a reason to live for in these two days, but inside I’m frozen and this sensation is unbearable.                    
There’s no need for you to cry now, be happy that you’ve found a friend like me and simply do me this                      
favour, don’t forget the moments you passed with me. You will, won’t you?” 
Lucy smiled and bit back a waterfall of tears, so Goldy would’ve had a lovely final image of her. She                    
didn’t know how to reply and thought that remaining silent was the best thing to do in those                  
circumstances. They looked at each other, both admiring the personality and moral qualities the other               
possessed. They stayed there the entire afternoon and fell asleep that way. 

*** 
“Goldy, Goldy, my dear Goldy,” called Lucy, “how have you slept tonight?” 
But no answer came on the third morning. The small girl was surprised and sat up in the bed. The black                     
and withered violet in the glass with hard soil had disappeared. In its place, laying on the dark and                   
splintered wooden floor, was a violet with the whitest of petals. They seemed to shine of their own,                  
bright light. They were so white that Lucy realised Goldy had died and her spirit had been purified. She                   
tried to hold the corpse of the flower, but as soon as she touched it, it vanished, and a sound like angels                      
singing came from high above. 
The young girl was sad that her best friend had left her but at the same time, she was glad her spirit had                       
reached paradise, forever to pledge the Good Lord. She left the farm and headed for the town, willing to                   
meet her aunt and nourish herself. On her walk, her mind kept making her reflect on Goldy, the most                   
special person she had met in her life. 


